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Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Odometer is miles below market average! Visit Our stores are open to serve you. We are
taking extra precautions and putting in additional efforts to ensure your safety and the
cleanliness of our facilities and vehicles during this time. At EchoPark Outlet, you'll receive the
exceptional, haggle-free experience that EchoPark is known for plus incredibly low prices. We
know savvy car buyers like to shop around - and we're happy to report that our prices are the
lowest in town. This is your last chance before we send them to auction. When you buy from us,
you receive a dependable vehicle at an unbeatable price - what's not to like? The Smart Family
would like to thank you for the opportunity to assist in the purchase of your next new vehicle.
For over years the Smart family has been family owned and operated business in the heart of
central Arkansas. Offering the highest level of customer service and an outstanding purchase
experience has allowed our year tradition. We look forward to serving you and thanks again for
shopping Smart. How to protect your purchase? Hyundai clearly delivers on its promise to
provide a fuel-efficient vehicle that has the great qualities you need in a vehicle. A Hyundai with
as few miles as this one is a rare find. This Accent GLS was gently driven and it shows.
Pre-owned doesn't have to mean used. The clean interior of this Hyundai Accent makes it one of
the nicest you'll find. More information about the Hyundai Accent: The Hyundai Accent is a
subcompact available as either a sedan or a hatchback. Well-equipped in standard form, the
Accent features an impressive Fuel economy is also impressive, averaging 28 mpg in the city
and 37 mpg on the highway, thanks in part to special low rolling resistance tires. Strengths of
this model include impressive interior passenger room, available as a hatchback or sedan,
Affordability, strong standard feature list, and hybrid-like mileage. CarMax Ft. See carmax. At
CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and
receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store for details. Some fees are
location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain
vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated
every 24 hours. Please call to speak to one of our Certified Sales Consultants to help you select
the perfect preowned or certified car, truck, or SUV. Jones 'A name you can Trust' for your next
vehicle purchase. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
information, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages.
Please verify any information in question with The Jones Family of Dealerships Jones Buick
GMC is honored to present a wonderful example of pure vehicle design This Hyundai Santa Fe
Limited has a tough exterior complemented by a well-designed interior that offers all the
comforts you crave. One of the best things about this Hyundai Santa Fe is that it has low, low
mileage. It's ready for you to truly break it in. More information about the Hyundai Santa Fe:The
Hyundai Santa Fe boasts strong, refined, and economical powertrains and a quiet, composed
ride, making it an ideal choice as a primary vehicle for families. The Santa Fe can be quite
luxuriously equipped, with items like heated leather seats, navigation, and premium audio all
offered in the Limited, while base GLS models are still well-equipped yet very affordable. Fuel
economy is another reason to consider the Santa Fe, even when equipped with the V6.
Strengths of this model include long list of standard features, Strong yet economical engines,
responsive 6-speed automatic, just-right size for most families, and comfortable interior. Make
an Offer!!! There is no better time than now to buy this great SE.. A winning value!!! Vehicle
History Report is available for free on our website. Serving Berks and Schuylkill Counties for
over 30 years! Let us know how to serve you best and we will do the rest. Call or visit us online
at Price assumes final purchase will be made in WA, and excludes tax, title and registration
fees. Red Hyundai Elantra Value Edition 2. We have purchased several vehicles from the Pelham
location and have had a great experience every time! Our salesperson is the best and always
remembers us! Great selection, great service, and always a smooth transaction! You can now
buy your next vehicle all online! We have added the WebBuy app to our website so you can
select you new vehicle, get a trade-in value on your vehicle, even arrange financing all from the
safety of your own home. Do it at your own pace, be in control and buy your new vehicle on
your terms. Click the Buy Now button to get started. We offer full disclosure with every vehicle
by providing a complimentary Autocheck vehicle history report and a copy of repairs made
following our extensive 72 point inspection. For a "deal so good it'll knock your socks off", visit
Tom Ahl's today! Ordered a new vehicle at Tom Ahl - amazing service from Randy Mason thank you. Shipping available for customers outside the DFW Metroplex. Call today! In their
original incarnation, SUVs were chiefly owned by folks who valued 'utility' above 'sport. Once
you see this Hyundai, you'll quickly see that this is the perfect vehicle for the outdoor junky!
You'll even feel relaxed knowing that this All-Wheel drive vehicle will get you to where you are
going no matter what may come your way. Also, with this Hyundai Tucson's dependable control
you'll be able to drive into the sunset without a care in the world! Low, low mileage coupled with

an exacting maintenance program make this vehicle a rare find. We walked about in 3 hours
total and are very happy with our new vehicle My Dream Car! From compact to crossover, every
KIA delivers an extraordinary combination of precision engineering, outstanding performance,
innovative features and advanced safety systems. When you're in the market for your next new
or quality pre-owned KIA, allow Pride KIA of Lynn to treat you to the best buying experience
you'll ever have. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you
better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without worrying about
fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our
Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. We have over new and pre-owned
vehicles to choose from. Come see us, call us or visit us at Salesman Westin Robinson was
great to work with. Answerd my questions and when he wasn't sure consulted with others to get
the answers. He also put up with my annoying cell phone issues. Would definitely recommend
this dealership. Another benefit for some is the free delivery that personally saved me a 4 hour
drive each way. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Price. Engine Type Gas 19, Hybrid Electric Cylinders 4 cylinders 17, 6
cylinders 1, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. New
Listing. Close CarMax Ft. Dealer Review: We have purchased several vehicles from the Pelham
location and have had a great experience every time! Showing 1 - 18 out of 27, listings. Sign Up.
If you're looking at crossover SUVs, you may find the fact that Hyundai offers two separate
models with very similar names a tad confusing. But once you understand where the Hyundai
Santa Fe Sport fits in, you'll see that there's a method to Hyundai's madness. The Santa Fe
Sport, which receives a thorough freshening for , is a small crossover that seats five. The Santa
Fe reviewed separately , which has also been updated this year, is a midsize crossover SUV
with room for up to seven passengers in three rows of seats. Revised front-end styling is one
way to tell the Hyundai Santa Fe Sport apart from its predecessors. With that confusion cleared
up, we can tell you the Santa Fe Sport's tidier measurements make for an all-around more
nimble package. Engine choices include a hp, 2. These output numbers have actually dropped
since last year, but Hyundai claims the retuning yields more oomph at low engine speeds. It
should be noted that, despite a slight bump in fuel economy for , neither engine is particularly
efficient, with the Santa Fe Sport's official EPA numbers being only slightly better than those of
the larger V6-powered Santa Fe. Like most Hyundai models, the Santa Fe Sport provides a
lengthy list of amenities, including some that you don't always see in this segment, such as a
hands-free power liftgate and adaptive cruise control with automatic emergency braking. A
roomy interior with a sleekly futuristic dashboard adds to the appeal. It's certainly worth
test-driving as many vehicles as you can in this fast-moving segment, but you just might find
yourself coming back to the well-rounded Hyundai Santa Fe Sport. Standard safety features on
the Hyundai Santa Fe Sport include antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, front seat
side airbags and side curtain airbags. Also standard are a rearview camera and Blue Link,
Hyundai's emergency system that provides services such as remote access, emergency
assistance, theft recovery and geo-fencing. Blind-spot detection is one of the numerous safety
features offered on the Hyundai Santa Fe Sport. A blind spot warning system with rear
cross-traffic alert are optional for the base Santa Fe and standard on both 2. Rear parking
sensors and a multiview camera system that gives a degree view around the vehicle are
standard on the 2. Forward collision warning with automatic emergency braking and lane
departure warning are available as options on the 2. In government crash tests, the Santa Fe
Sport earned a top five-star rating for overall crash protection, with five stars each in the frontaland side-impact protection categories. In Edmunds brake testing, a Santa Fe Sport 2. The larger
seven-passenger Hyundai Santa Fe is reviewed separately. Although the Santa Fe Sport is
technically a small crossover, its bold styling and spacious interior make it seem more like a
midsize model. Optional for the base model is the Popular Equipment package that bundles
front foglights, LED daytime running lights, roof rack side rails, dual-zone automatic climate
control, an eight-way power driver seat with four-way power lumbar , a 7-inch touchscreen
display, Hyundai Blue Link services and Android Auto smartphone integration. You can also get
the Sport Premium package requires Popular Equipment package. It adds extra safety features
see Safety section below , a hands-free power liftgate, keyless ignition and entry, leather
upholstery, heated front seats, a six-way power front passenger seat includes height
adjustment , an auto-dimming rearview mirror, slide and recline functionality for the rear seats,
and rear side window sunshades. Step up to the 2. The top-of-the-line 2. For the base Santa Fe
Sport, you can get most of the Ultimate trim's extra features as part of the Tech package.

Finally, the 2. Under the hood, the Hyundai Santa Fe Sport base model gets a 2. The Santa Fe
Sport 2. Front-wheel drive is standard, and all-wheel drive is optional. The only available
transmission is a six-speed automatic. These are below-average numbers for the segment. On
the road, the Hyundai Santa Fe Sport doesn't feel as sporty as its name might lead you to
believe, but its firm suspension is a step in that direction. On the flip side, while ride and
handling characteristics are fine on smooth pavement, that suspension tends to transmit rough
patches directly to the cabin, with little apparent absorption. Happily, the interior is among the
quieter spaces in this class, so as long as you stick to well-maintained roads, the Santa Fe
Sport should be a pleasant traveling companion. By the numbers, the Santa Fe Sport 2. The
standard 2. It's nice that Hyundai offers an upgraded turbocharged engine, but we've found its
maximum performance to be underwhelming in Edmunds testing. Still, the turbo gives you a lot
more get-up-and-go in everyday driving, so it's definitely worth test-driving alongside the base
engine and seeing which one feels like a better fit for your style. The Santa Fe Sport offers a
passenger cabin that's a cut above what you might be expecting from an affordable crossover.
Most materials have a quality look and feel, while the switches and controls are generally simple
and intuitive to use. We also like Hyundai's straightforward and highly legible touchscreen
interface. The front seats offer good comfort and support, while the rear seats feel more
spacious than those of competing models. The interior's biggest negative is visibility, thanks to
wide rear roof pillars and small side and rear windows. The available panoramic sunroof gives
the Santa Fe Sport an airy and upscale character inside. That roomy interior also makes for a
spacious cargo hold, with Getting bulky items in and out is made easier by virtue of the
available hands-free rear liftgate that opens automatically when you stand behind the car for a
few seconds with the key fob in your pocket or purse. Available styles include 4dr SUV 2. Doing
so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Hyundai
Santa Fe Sport. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Overall rating. Read more. Write a
review See all 85 reviews. Awesome performance and LOTS of features. Hyundai has really
outdone themselves with the Santa Fe Sport 2. I love the acceleration with the Turbo and the
nimble handling it blows the Nissan Rogue out of the water. The list of features is jaw-dropping,
including my favorite - automatic lift gate just by standing behind the vehicle with the key in
your pocket for a few seconds. Other standout features are: the panoramic sunroof, the
speed-sensitive cruise control, the heated and ventilated seats, the degree view camera for
parking, both driver and passenger seats are power-adjustable. The overall feel is very
top-notch and compares to that of Lexus and Mercedes. I have seen people saying that the
Turbo is not covered under the year warranty but if you get the extended year
bumper-to-bumper warranty then it is covered. I was able to negotiate that into my purchase at
no additional cost. Overall, I think this is an outstanding vehicle. I have driven the Mazda CX-5
and while it is definitely a sporty car to drive and has a lot of good things about it, I feel that
there are some features that are lacking, namely in the sound quality of the stereo even though
it is a Bose, it still doesn't sound good. Read less. Cargo trunk is very generous. Bluelink App
subscription is also available where you can remotely access the vehicle from virtually
anywhere. Great features - Great Price Point. Let me start off by saying that we traded in my
wife's Rav4 for the Santa Fe Sport. The Rav4's seats were constricting and painful Enter the
Santa Fe Sport - From the initial test drive it was obvious Hyundai really has their act together.
The interior is great, the ride is smooth, and the seats are built for real people wife is 5'6", and I
am 6'2". Everything is laid out very well, and the driver speedo console is so informative with
great, simple help menu when you hit the enter button for more info To take it one step further,
the instruction manual is well written, with QR codes for further up-to-date info. All-in-all, very
well done for the price point. We bought the base model AWD, and are very happy with it. We do
wish, the rear seats slid without having to go to another package, but the storage behind them
is fantastic. The USB location should be located higher so to not get bumped, and the radio
should be able to be dimmed more but can actually be turned off by hitting display , but those

are small peanuts and decent trade-offs given some of the other tech integrations. I would
definitely shop Hyundai again in the future. This is our family car, and everything about this car
is great! My only advice would be to get various quotes so you can get the best deal. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed See Inventory 3. Sponsored cars
related to the Santa Fe Sport. Sign Up. The specs below are based on the closest match to the
advertised vehicle and exclude any additional options. For more information on this vehicle
please contact the dealer. Email me similar cars. Email me news and specials. Remember me on
this computer. Contact the Dealer. Back to Search. Description 30 years successful track
record, multi awarded, trusted dealer with a selection of cars under one roof. Enquire now for
friendly, professional, efficient and fast service. Finance estimate. View more cars from Citton
Cars Menlyn. Hyundai Santa Fe 2. Overview Engine 2. Performance Kph Economy Average 8.
Fill in the form below and our Dealer Partner will get back to you soon. We'll also email you all
the details. Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete your enquiry Your browser
seems to be outdated or not supported by this site. Please update it to the latest version to
complete your enquiry. Citton Cars Menlyn Pretoria, Gauteng. Share this car:. Your Wishlist. We
noticed that your cookies are disabled. Please enable cookies in your browser settings to
ensure that the selected vehicles are added and saved to your wishlist. You currently have no
vehicles on your wishlist. Got it! We have updated our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy.
Continued usage of this website means that you are in agreement with the Cars. The specs
below are based on the closest match to the advertised vehicle and exclude any additional
options. For more information on this vehicle please contact the dealer. Email me similar cars.
Email me news and specials. Remember me on this computer. Contact the Dealer. Back to
Search. Finance can be arranged This is a perfect family vehicle. The vehicle is in a showroom
condition This is a demo model. A point quality inspection has been done The balance of the
factory warranty remains. It is prime stock. Finance estimate. View more cars from Hyundai
Pietermaritzburg. Hyundai Santa Fe 2. Overview Engine 2. Economy Average 7. Fill in the form
below and our Dealer Partner will get back to you soon. We'll also email you all the details.
Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete your enquiry Your browser seems to be
outdated or not supported by this site. Please update it to the latest version to complete your
enquiry. Hyundai Pietermaritzburg Pietermaritzburg, Kwazulu Natal. Share this car:. Your
Wishlist. We noticed that your cookies are disabled. Please enable cookies in your browser
settings to ensure that the selected vehicles are added and saved to your wishlist. You currently
have no vehicles on your wishlist. Got it! We have updated our Terms of Service and Privacy
Policy. Continued usage of this website means that you are in agreement with the Cars. A car so
beautifully clean, it purifies the air as it goes. It delivers best-in-class performance while
producing no particulates or tailpipe emissions, other than purified air and droplets of clean
water. Along with its five-minute fill-up time and impressive range of miles WLTP , All-New
NEXO offers a viable alternative to the combustion engine for everyday commuting and long
drives alike. This is designed to provide figures closer to real-world driving behaviour. Figures
shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption, CO2 and electric range
figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. As of , Hyundai fuel cell
vehicles have been registered in Europe. That is more than all other brands combined. Hyundai
sells them in 18 countries around the world, 13 of which are in Europe. We are committed to
fully playing our role as the global brand leader in eco-friendly technology. Hyundai Motor has
been at the forefront of hydrogen vehicle development for over two decades now. Department of
Energy between and Hyundai has been operating an FCEV demonstration program in
collaboration with the Korean government since Its dedicated vehicle architecture delivers
improved power-to-weight ratio, faster acceleration and cabin space. Stay in control and
connected. The sporty two-tone steering wheel features ergonomically positioned buttons so
you can stay in control and operate car systems while driving safely. Paddle shifters mounted
on the steering wheel adjust the level of regenerative braking; allowing drivers to customise the
rate at which the battery is recharged when decelerating. Everything you need, right at your
fingertips â€” switch between drive, neutral, reverse and park by simply using the buttons
conveniently located within the centre console. The electric parking brake can be found here
too. With a boot capacity of litres VDA , it has plenty of room for passengers and their luggage.
The hydrogen fuel tanks have been specially designed to enable a full fold-flat floor. And with
the seats folded flat, you have a generous 1, litres of space. The digital information cluster
presents important driving information with outstanding visibility. Alongside range and trip
information, a power gauge lets you see how your driving style is influencing fuel consumption.
The status of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems is displayed here as well as the Blind-Spot
View Monitor which shows drivers both rear and side views when indicating to change lanes.

This represents the most extensive use of such materials on any vehicle. Hydrogen is all around
us. Not just in the water we drink, but also at a rapidly increasing number of petrol stations â€”
often right beside traditional fuel pumps. Refuelling is easy. Just connect the hydrogen bar
nozzle to the car and press shut. Refuelling will be completed in approximately 5 minutes when
the hydrogen tanks are full. Enter your postcode to find the nearest hydrogen refuelling station
and All-New NEXO servicing dealer, and to see some of the hydrogen refuelling stations that
will be joining the network soon. To ensure that All-New NEXO drivers enjoy the best ownership
experience, we suggest that you live within 15 miles of a hydrogen refuelling station. All-New
NEXO is leading the way forward with the highest level of ADAS of any mass brand, with safety
innovations including a self-parking system and lane-following features. Hydrogen is stored in
three tanks for extra security in the event of a collision, and a high strength tank protection
structure is designed to absorb high energy impacts without transferring impact loads through
to the hydrogen tank. Using two radar sensors in the lower rear bumper, the system visually
warns you of traffic in the blind spot area. If the turn signal indicator is activated, the Lane
Change Assist will sound an audible as well as a visual alert. Sensing the road ahead with a
radar and a camera, the AEB system automatically brakes when it detects sudden braking by
the car ahead or pedestrians in the road. It initially warns the driver visually and audibly, then it
controls the braking according to the collision danger stage and applies maximum braking
force to avoid a collision. The system is activated when a vehicle, pedestrian or cyclist is
sensed in front of the car, moving at speeds of 6 mph or above. An industry-first, our Blind Spot
View Monitor shows the driver side views on the supervision instrument cluster when indicating
to change lanes. It also enhances visibility in dark and rainy conditions. Parking just got much
easier. Designed especially for narrow parking spaces and garages. A long driving range with
fast refuelling times maximises time on the road compared to conventional battery electric
vehicles. Have you read our FAQs? Call the NEXO team option 1. Available today, but belonging
to the world of tomorrow. Find your nearest refuelling station. Fuel cell Clean air. Business
customer? Learn about our fuel cell heritage. And in , we pioneered the commercialisation of
hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, bringing the ix35 Fuel Cell to market. Hyundai became the world's
first carmaker with a mass production hydrogen fuel cell vehicle â€” an unprecedented
endeavour in the automotive industry. Operating range: km Fuel cell power output: kW Note:
Equipped with Hyundai's in-house developed electric drivetrain. Operating range: km. Gallery
Gallery. Exterior Exterior. Created for efficiency. Designed for beauty. Wheel Air Curtain The
wheel air curtains reduce drag by directing air over and around the front wheels via the stylish
ducts within the front bumper. Close Open. They artfully combine the brake lights, tail lights and
turn signal indicators for great visibility and style. Rear Spoiler and D-Pillar Air Curtain From the
side, the long rear spoiler with its integrated rear wiper is a visual continuation of the floating
roof design. Together with a specially designed air duct in the D-pillar, it helps to improve air
flow. Interior Interior. A pure, rewarding driving experience. Bio fibres, plastics and paint are
incorporated alongside two crystal clear LCD displays, for navigation, entertainment and driving
information. Steering wheel Shift by-wire buttons Best-in-class roominess Reimagined centre
console storage Cluster Eco materials. Steering Wheel Stay in control and connected.
Shift-by-wire Buttons Everything you need, right at your fingertips â€” switch between drive,
neutral, reverse and park by simply using the buttons conveniently located within the centre
console. Supervision Instrument Cluster The digital information cluster presents important
driving information with outstanding visibility. Vegan leather Bio headliner Bio door trim. The It
also has a split screen feature so you can select up to three screens at the same time. Fuelling
Fuelling. The movement is growing Hydrogen is all around us. Search Refuelling station.
Refuelling station coming soon. Please check back soon to see when your area will be joining
the network. Convenience Convenience. Exquisite comfort and seamless connectivity. With
real-time vehicle performance information, and advanced connectivity and infotainment, driving
All-New NEXO feels natural, but enhanced in every way. Next to navigation, infotainment and
climate controls it also shows you the location of the nearest hydrogen stations and your
current energy flow, air purification and hydrogen tank monitoring. The split-screen feature lets
you customize the display with three screens at the same time. The 8 high-end speakers and an
external amplifier give everyone on board a special surround-sound experience. Safety Safety.
Blind Spot Detection BSD Using two radar sensors in the lower rear bumper, the system
visually warns you of traffic in the blind spot area. Autonomous Emergency Braking AEB
Sensing the road ahead with a radar and a camera, the AEB system automatically brakes when
it detects sudden braking by the car ahead or pedestrians in the road. Play Stop Next. Blind
Spot View Monitor An industry-first, our Blind Spot View Monitor shows the driver side views on
the supervision instrument cluster when indicating to change lanes. Specifications
Specifications Technical Specifications Exterior. See which charger fits your lifestyle. To reduce

aerodynamic drag, the IONIQ relies on a combination of complementary exterior design
features: The flowing fastback body style, underbody flat panelling, front grille shutters, front
bumper air ducts which create an air curtain around the front wheels to improve high-speed
aerodynamic efficiency , and an integrated boot tailgate rear spoiler. Whether you want to feel
more connected to the world above you or be insulated from it, you can control this window to
the sky, sun and air at the touch of a button. Enjoy the luxury of being able to sink into warmed
seats in cold weather, and sit comfortably in ventilated seats during the summer months. When
chilly days arrive, this touch of luxury will soon thaw you out and help you forget the harshness
outside. Take a look through the comprehensive assessment motoring journalist Mike Boyd just
conducted, to help you decide if the IONIQ is for you. Moulded to the exact dimensions and
contours of your IONIQ's dash top, the dash mat fits easily with Velcro tabs, is UV-stabilised
and holds its shape without the need for hard backing. Keep all your gear or groceries secure
with this durable cargo organiser. Mounting clips and velcro strips keep everything in place,
and when it's time to unload, simply unclip and unpack. It folds flat for easy storage.
Easy-to-install, the heavy-duty protector prevents scratching or scuffing your Ioniq's rear
bumper and boot-lip. Ergonomically designed with a storage capacity of 15 litres, the cooler
keeps food and drinks chilled at 20 degrees below ambient temperature and warm at a warming
capacity of 65 degrees. It can be safely fitted to any seat using the retractable seat belts and
connects to the 12 volt power outlet, in your Hyundai vehicle. Only suitable for use with
retractable seatbelt. Image used for illustrative purposes only. The carpet cargo mat is custom
designed to comfortably fit your IONIQ's boot space and to compliment your tailored carpet
floor mats. Click here to view the full Action Plan document. Drive away price includes the
recommended retail price, 12 months registration, compulsory third party insurance, dealer
delivery charge and stamp duty. See your participating Hyundai Blue-Drive dealer for details. If
a Delta in-home charger is purchased at any other time or is not installed by JET Charge, the
applicable warranty period is 2 years from the date of purchase. Terms, conditions, exclusions
apply hyundai. Universal Picture - Different model showing. The manufacturer takes no
responsibility for defects associated with a faulty charging unit or vehicle. Suitable for use
indoors and outdoors, including in light rain conditions. Not suitable for use in other rain
conditions. Do not submerge in water. Do not allow minors to operate. Please check
compatibility with the supplier before using. Charging time may increase if peak charging rates
are not achieved. Charging times may increase if peak charging rates are not achieved. Only
available in the Premium variant. Safety features are not a substitute for attentive driving. Actual
driving results will vary depending on a combination of driving style, type of journey, vehicle
configuration, battery age and condition, use of vehicle features such as heating and air
conditioning , as well as operating, environmental and climate condition. Figure based on WLTP
Worldwide Harmonised Light-Duty Vehicles Test Procedure static laboratory combined average
city and highway cycle test, which measure, energy consumption, range and emissions in
passenger vehicles, designed to provide figures closer to real-world driving behaviour. Charge
and Distance Real-world range based on Hyundai testing under optimum driving conditions.
Actual driving results will vary depending on a combination of driving style, type of journey,
vehicle configuration, battery age and condition, use of vehicle features such as heating and air
conditioning , as well as operating, environmental and climate conditions. Actual driving results
will vary depending on a combination of driving style, type of journey, vehicle configuration,
battery age and condition, use of vehicle features such as heating and air conditioning , traffic
conditions, as well as operating, environmental and climate condition. Assumes battery is fully
charged at commencement of trip. Fuel saving This tool is for illustrative purposes only. A
consumption rate of combined 6. Actual consumption rate and fuel savings for your vehicle
may differ. Cost to run This tool is for illustrative purposes only. Actual cost to run for your
vehicle may differ. To take advantage of the incentive you must have the right to register in the
ACT eg. Eligibility can be confirmed with the Roads and Traffic Authority. Included 12 months
Roadside Support when you purchase a new Hyundai passenger vehicle excluding rental
buyers. Further Roadside Support extensions are available, each for 12 months from the date of
a scheduled maintenance service at a participating authorised Hyundai dealer unless vehicle is
more than months 9 years from the original new car sale date, in which case entitlement to
Roadside Support ends when vehicle reaches months 10 years from original new car sale date.
Only applies to new vehicles with factory-fitted satellite navigation. Updates are delivered
annually and are included if the vehicle completes a scheduled service at a participating
Hyundai dealer. To see the full terms and conditions, please visit refer to the PDF. For the
benefit of Hyundai owners, Hyundai provides online quotes, which specify the maximum price
applicable for a vehicle's next scheduled maintenance service at a participating authorised
Hyundai dealer and using Hyundai Genuine Parts where required. Online quotes are available at

Standard scheduled maintenance services are of limited scope. The benefit of online quotes is
available for all Hyundai's, for their lifetime. Refined handling, whisper-quiet and packed with
technology. Power kW. Battery Warranty 8 years [I1]. Charge Time 6h 5m [C1]. Standout
features. Fixed gear. Instead, its efficient powertrain joins forces with a single-speed reduction
gear, to provide instant acceleration and performance at all speeds. This level of
responsiveness optimises energy efficiency and reduces noise, all with zero emissions. Up to
km [R1] range. With a kW electric motor connected to a fully-charged Make calls, send and
receive messages, listen to music and more, all in a way that allows you to stay focused on the
road. Electronic gear shift. An AC charger at home [H0] or at the shops will take approximately 6
hrs and 5 minutes. The emergency charging cable located in the boot uses a standard V power
outlet which takes longer to charge, so best to save this option for back-up situations.
Regenerative braking. The IONIQ Electric utilises regenerative braking, which charges your
battery each time you brake while driving, which maximises efficiency and prolongs your
charge level. Steering wheel-mounted paddles allow you to increase or decrease the amount of
regenerative braking you can potentially harvest. Wireless smartphone charging. No cables, no
mess, no flat smartphone battery. Range and consumption are based on Hyundai testing under
optimum driving conditions. Return trip. Hours to full charge. Trip distance:. Charging to fit your
lifestyle. Please enter your location. Discover the benefits of a pure electric engine. Sleek
exterior silhouette. Why not see it for yourself? Test it out. Heated and power-folding side
mirrors. LED rear combination lights. Large, wraparound rear combination lamps are
seamlessly sculpted high up within the rear tailgate and feature an LED array for maximum
visibility, clarity and safety, all while requiring less energy. Rear bumper. The IONIQ's two-tone
bumper has a matte grey insert to add a stylishly sporty touch and creates design continuity
with the front-end. Interior elegance, stylishly and ethically. Glass sunroof. Whether you want to
feel more connected to the world above you or be insulated from it, you can control this window
to the sky, sun and air at the touch of a button Available on the Premium variant. Shift-By-Wire
system. Heated and ventilated seats. Available on the Premium variant. Heated steering wheel.
Driver-only air conditioning mode. Cleverly saves energy consumption for when there are no
passengers on board who need cooling down or warming up. Hyundai by your side. Safety first
and foremost. Lane Keeping Assist - Line. Lane Following Assist. Blind-Spot Collision Warning.
Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning. High Beam Assist. Driver Attention Warning. The front
radar sensor and windshield-mounted camera detect and monitor vehicles, pedestrians and
cyclists in front of you. Detects the speed and distance of vehicles ahead of you, and maintains
a safe distance from them. Lane Following Assist LFA uses the front windshield mounted
camera to detects lane markers on the road, and provides steering assistance to ensure the
vehicle stays in the centre of the lane. If it detects them, audible and visual warnings will
activate. Scans the road ahead for lights, then automatically adjusts headlamp range, switching
between high and low beam. If the system detects erratic steering, sudden braking or an
inability to stay within your lane, driving alerts will appear on your screen. Dynamic driving.
Normal mode offers a driving experience optimised for typical urban traffic and road conditions.
Eco mode smooths out throttle response and torque delivery in order to maximise efficiency.
Sport mode offers increased steering weighting, sharper throttle response and allows the
electric motor to deliver up to Nm of torque, providing an exhilarating level of performance that
will undoubtedly shift perceptions of green vehicle performance. You can minimise the use of
your physical brakes and simultaneously charge your battery while you're driving by using the
steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters to increase or decrease your IONIQ's level of
regenerative braking and rate of deceleration. The higher the level, the stronger the braking, the
more power you put back into your battery. Performance outputs. Max power: kW Max torque:
Nm. Up to km [R1] driving distance. Better still, the number of electric vehicles charging
stations just keeps increasing, a definitive sign that more and more people are embracing the
inevitability of innovative, earth-friendly cars like the IONIQ Electric. Local tuning program.
Every IONIQ sold here benefits from an Australian-specific suspension and steering localisation
program, developed over thousands of kilometres of local on-road testing, to ensure exemplary
performance, control, and ride quality. The latest review. Technology features. Initiation of the
engine is near-effortless with a single tap of the pushbutton and depress of the brake pedal.
Play music and podcasts, make calls, take messages and more. For a quick, convenient and
tidier way to recharge your smartphone, simply place it on the wireless charging pad. No
cables, no fuss, no flat battery. The It also alerts you to upcoming speed limits, as well as speed
and red-light cameras. Compared to a conventional hand brake, the Electronic Parking Brake is
effortless to operate. The auto-hold function maintains braking pressure after you've come to a
stop, ensuring you won't accidentally creep forward or roll backwards even with the brake pedal
released. See all See less. Power up in the comfort of your home garage with the built-in wall

charger. Schedule your charge times to make most of off-peak electricity, knowing your vehicle
will be ready to go when you need it. Use this versatile cable when on the go or away from
home. Equipped with a regular 3 pin connector, simply connect to a standard household
charging point
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for easy charging. Fast Charging Station DC. Hyundai Genuine Accessories. Discover more.
Dash mat. Cargo organiser. Fabric bumper protector. Part Number: AL Portable cooler 12 volt,
15 litre. Carpet cargo mat. Ready to take the next step? Get into the driver's seat. Find a dealer.
Talk to an expert. Download a brochure. Send me a brochure. Pricing your dream car. See
customised price. Have you considered? Power and efficiency combined. Two powertrains in
perfect harmony. Electric in every sense. Roadside Support Plan Included 12 months Roadside
Support when you purchase a new Hyundai passenger vehicle excluding rental buyers. Sat Nav
Update Plan Only applies to new vehicles with factory-fitted satellite navigation. Lifetime
Service Plan For the benefit of Hyundai owners, Hyundai provides online quotes, which specify
the maximum price applicable for a vehicle's next scheduled maintenance service at a
participating authorised Hyundai dealer and using Hyundai Genuine Parts where required.

